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Abstract
Large momentum effective field theory provides a new direction for lattice QCD calculations of
hadronic structure functions, such as parton distribution functions (PDFs), meson distribution am-
plitudes, and so on, directly with x-dependence. In the framework of Lattice Perturbation Theory
(LPT), we compute the one-loop quark-in-quark quasi-PDF with the naïve fermion action (q˜nv) and
quasi-PDF with Wilson-Clover action (q˜WC) and show that q˜nv reduces to the continuum quasi-
PDF in the continuum limit. We point out, however, that the continuum limit and massless quark
limit do not commute. We find that the condition to recover the same collinear divergence that the
quasi-PDF has in continuum QCD is aP 23 ≈ m and m≪ P3, while the condition to fully recover the
continuum quasi-PDF is aP 23 ≪ m≪ P3, where P3 is the momentum in the direction of the quark’s
motion (longitudinal direction). These two conditions are based on perturbation calculations and
should not be applied to non-perturbative calculations because the non-perturbative effects cure
the collinear divergence. The correction to the quasi-PDF using the naïve fermion action is due to
the Wilson term and can be viewed as an O (a1) correction. For nonzero r, the O (a1) corrections
are subsequently mixed with the quasi-PDF using the naïve fermion action.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The parton distribution functions (PDFs) provide essential information for understanding
various aspects of the internal structure of hadrons, such as the nucleon spin structure [1–
3] and the flavor structure of the proton [4, 5]. Thanks to the concept of factorization,
which separates the perturbatively calculable short-range processes and the complex long-
range behavior, the latter one is absorbed into PDFs [6]. PDFs also can be widely used as
important inputs for high-energy experiments involving hadrons that, for example, probe
new physics at hadron colliders [7, 8]. The experimental determination and application of
PDFs are based on their universality, which allows one to extract the PDFs from various
types of high-energy scattering processes measured in different types of experiments. The
factorization and universality of the PDFs play a central role in QCD predictions. Therefore,
the determination of PDFs has been a long-standing key task in QCD. Although PDFs can
be measured experimentally, there are still some regions that experiments can not cover or
present large uncertainties (e.g. PDFs at small and large Bjorken x and gluon PDFs) [9, 10].
Theoretical studies can help provide more precise and complete PDFs. Due to the non-
perturbative nature of hadrons, the theoretical study of their internal structure requires non-
perturbative methods. Previous studies of hadronic PDFs used QCD models and Ads/CFT
QCD. However, the model dependence in those studies has limited their predictive power.
Lattice QCD provides so far the only reliable first-principle non-perturbative QCD method,
but calculating PDFs through lattice QCD has its intrinsic difficulties.
The light-cone quark PDFs are defined via [11]
qΓ (x) =
ˆ
dξ−
4π
e−ixP
+ξ−
〈
P
∣∣∣∣∣ψ¯ (ξ−)ΓP
{
exp
[
−ig
ˆ ξ−
0
dη−A+(η−)
]}
ψ (0)
∣∣∣∣∣P
〉
, (1)
where Γ = γ+, γ+γ5, γ
+γ⊥ and the light-cone components of a vector vµ are v± =
(v0 ± vz) /√2, v⊥ = v1,2. The different γ-matrices correspond to the unpolarized PDF,
helicity distribution function and transversity distribution function, respectively. The path-
ordered exponential is the gauge link, which ensures the gauge invariance of the non-local
quark correlator. The light-cone PDFs are based on light-cone correlation functions while
lattice QCD correlators are evaluated in Euclidean space-time. The field separation ξ− be-
comes complex in Euclidean space-time. Consequently, lattice QCD can not calculate the
explicit x-dependence of any PDF directly. Instead, lattice QCD calculations focus on the
PDF’s Mellin moments which reduce to local operator matrix elements
qn =
ˆ 1
0
dx xn−1q (x) ∽
〈
P
∣∣∣ψ¯ (0) γ{+←→D + · · ·←→D +}ψ (0)∣∣∣P〉− trace . (2)
These can be calculated directly on the lattice. The PDFs are then reconstructed from
these Mellin moments. However, due to operator mixing and discretization errors, the high
moments are very difficult to calculate.
The proposed large momentum effective field theory provides the ability to calculate
PDFs with their x-dependence directly on the lattice. In the large momentum effective field
theory, the light-cone PDFs are accessible from particular pure spatial correlation functions:
the so-called quasi-PDFs, which are defined as [12, 13]
q˜Γ˜(x, µ
2, P z) =
ˆ
dz
4π
eixP
zz
〈
P
∣∣∣∣ψ(z)Γ˜P
{
exp
[
−ig
ˆ z
0
dz′Az(z′)
]}
ψ(0)
∣∣∣∣P
〉
, (3)
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where again Γ˜ = γz, γzγ5, γ
zγ⊥. The gauge link lies in the z-direction. The fact that the
field separation z is purely spatial and no longer complex enables such a quantity to be
calculated directly on the lattice. The quasi-PDFs and light-cone PDFs are then related
through a matching condition [14]
q˜ (x) =
ˆ 1
−1
dy
|y| Z
(
x
y
)
q (y) +O
(
MnN
(P z)n
)
+O
(
ΛnQCD
(P z)n
)
, (4)
where Z is the matching factor and the last two terms refer to the target mass and higher
twist corrections, respectively. The proof of the above matching condition can be found in
Refs. [15, 16]. The target mass corrections of quark PDFs has been studied in Ref. [17].
The quasi-PDFs are assumed to have the same infrared behavior as the light-cone PDFs,
and under this assumption, the matching factor Z is totally controlled by the ultraviolet
(UV) behavior of quasi-PDF and light-cone PDF. As a consequence, the matching factor
can be calculated by perturbation theory. The matching factor Z is calculated up to O (αs)
in continuum QCD in Refs. [14, 15] and the renormalization of quasi-PDFs up to O (α2s)
is studied in Ref. [18]. The matching scheme in position space is studied in Ref. [19].
Some possible improved definitions of quasi-PDFs are suggested in Refs. [20, 21]. The
matching for the PDF’s generalizations, Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs), have
been studied in Refs. [22, 23]. Lattice simulations of quasi-unpolarized parton distributions,
quark helicity distributions and transversity distributions have been performed in Refs. [17,
24, 25]. LPT calculations of the quasi-PDF using Wilson fermions up to O (α1s, a0) can be
found in Ref. [26]. In this work they discuss the discrepancy of the IR behavior between
Euclidean and Minkowski quasi-PDFs. Ref. [27] provides a solution to this discrepancy.
Recently, the perturbative and nonperturbative renormalization of quasi-PDFs on the lattice
have been studied in Refs. [28, 29] using the RI scheme and lattice simulations of quasi-PDFs
with renormalization in the RI/MOM scheme is presented in Ref. [30].
In this work we focus on calculating the one-loop quark-in-quark quasi-PDF (unpolarized)
from lattice perturbation theory. We use both the naïve fermion and Wilson-Clover fermion
actions as our discretization. We find that, due to lattice artifacts, the collinear divergence
is absent in the LPT-calculated quasi-PDF when the lattice spacing is not too small, even
after extending the LPT-calculated quasi-PDFs to Minkowski space. Furthermore, since
the massless quark limit and the continuum limit do not commute in the LPT-calculated
quasi-PDFs, the exchange of these two limits leads to different IR (collinear) behavior of
the quasi-PDF in LPT at finite lattice spacing. The correct condition that reproduces the
same collinear divergence in the continuum limit quasi-PDF is aP 23 ≈ m and m≪ P3. The
limit for fully reproducing the quasi-PDF in continuum QCD is aP 23 ≪ m≪ P3. These two
conditions should be constrained to perturbative calculations, because the non-perturbative
effects in non-pertrubative lattice calculations remove the collinear divergence. We also
observe that the O (a1) corrections turn out to be mixed with the O (a0) quasi-PDF. The
presence of this mixing limits the lattice perturbation calculation to a ballpark estimation of
the matching factor between lattice and continuum. As such, a non-perturbative matching
is more appropriate and will be studied in future work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we introduce the Wilson-Clover
fermion action and naïve fermion action, as well as their corresponding Feynman rules. In
Sec. III we describe the calculation method and present the analytical result of the quasi-
PDF in LPT with the naïve fermion action, and show that the quasi-PDF is an integral over
3
transverse momentum k⊥. We also compare the a → 0 limit of our result and the quasi-
PDF directly calculated in continuum QCD and discuss the collinear divergence term in the
two quasi-PDFs. We will also shortly present the calculation of quasi-PDF in LPT with
Wilson-Clover fermon action. In Sec. IV we present our numerical results for the quasi-PDF
in LPT and its comparison with the continuum quasi-PDF. We conclude in Sec. V.
II. NAÏVE AND WILSON-CLOVER FERMION ACTION AND FEYNMAN
RULES
The Wilson-Clover action is given by
S =− 1
2
∑
x,µ
[
ψ¯ (x) (r − γµ)Uµ (x)ψ (x+ aµˆ) + ψ¯ (x+ µ) (r + γµ)U †µ (x− aµˆ)ψ (x)
]
+
∑
x
[
(4r +m) ψ¯ (x)ψ (x)−
∑
µ,ν
cSWgs
a
4
ψ¯ (x) σµνFˆµν (x)ψ (x)
]
, (5)
where the gauge field strength tensor is defined as
Fˆµν ≡ 1
8
(Qµν −Qνµ) , (6)
and Qµν denotes the sum of plaquette loops. We use the plaquette gauge action for gluon.
The Wilson-Clover fermion action violates chiral symmetry explicitly through the terms
proportional to r. We choose Wilson-Clover fermions because we focus only on the un-
polarized parton distribution functions and such terms do not depend crucially on chiral
symmetry (and breaking thereof). Further, Wilson-Clover fermions provide a reasonable
computational cost for most practical lattice calculations.
The Wilson-Clover fermion’s on-shell condition can be solved from the lattice discretized
Dirac equation [
i
∑
µ
γµ2P
∧
µ + r
∑
µ
(
2
a
− 2P∼µ
)
+ 2m
]
U (P ) = 0, (7)
where the lattice momenta are
P
∧
µ =
2
a
sin
aPµ
2
, P
∼
µ =
2
a
cos
aPµ
2
. (8)
The Dirac equation gives the dispersion relation for the Wilson-Clover fermions
P4 =
1
a
sinh−1
(
1√
2
{
1
(1− r2)2
[
2
(
r2 + 1
)
(am+ 2r)
(
a2rP
∧2
3 + am
)
− 1
2
a2
(
r4 + 2r2 − 1) 2P∧23 + 4r2 − (a2r2P∧23 + 2ram+ 2r2)
×
√
a4 (2r2 − 1)P
∧4
3 + 4a
2P
∧2
3(amr + 1) + 4am(am+ 2r) + 4
]} 1
2
)
, (9)
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in which we have set the quark moving along the z−direction Pµ = (0, 0, P3, P4) and we keep
this momentum setup for the parent quark throughout the paper. In the continuum limit,
this reduces to the conventional on-shell condition
lim
a→0
P4 =
√
P 23 +m
2. (10)
The Feynman rules for Wilson-Clover fermion action can be found in Ref. [31]. The quark
propagator is given by
SF (k) =2


−i
∑
µ
γµ2k
∧
µ + r
∑
µ
(
2
a
− 2k∼µ
)
+ 2m
2k
∧2
+
(
r
∑
µ
(
2
a
− 2k∼µ
)
+ 2m
)2

 , (11)
where k
∧2
=
∑
µ k
∧2
µ.
The complete form of the gluon propagator in the covariant gauge is quite complicated
but can be found in Refs. [32, 33]. In this work we only need the gluon propagator up to
order O (a1)
Dg,µν (k) =
1
k
∧2
[
δµν − (1− ξ) a
2
4
k
∧
µk
∧
ν
]
. (12)
We choose Feynman gauge ξ = 1 in this work. The quark-gluon-quark interaction vertex is
given by [31]
V aα (p2, p1, k) =−igsT a
a
2
(
p2+p1
∼
)
α
γα−gsT ara
2
(
p2+p1
∧)
α
−igsT arcSW a
2
8
k˜α
∑
µ
σαµ2k
∧
µ , (13)
where p2 = p1 + k, the fermion momenta directions are assigned parallel to the direction of
fermion line and k is the momentum of the gluon.
The naïve fermion action and Feynman rules are given by setting r → 0 in the Wilson-
Clover action and Feynman rules.
III. ONE-LOOP CORRECTIONS FOR QUASI-PDF
We now present the procedure for calculating within LPT the quasi-PDF in detail and
the resulting quasi-PDF will be provided as an integrand of k⊥ in analytical form to order
O (a0), and as an integrand of k⊥, k4 to order O (a1). We will discuss the collinear behavior
of the quasi-PDF determined from LPT. As this work only concentrates on the unpolarized
quark-in-quark PDF, quark-gluon mixing is not considered. The relevant Feynman diagrams
at order O (αsa0) +O (αsa1) are shown in Fig. 1. We have omitted those virtual correction
diagrams (shown in Fig. 2) in our calculation, because their contributions to the quasi-PDF
are proportional to δ (x− 1) and hence only contribute at x = 1.
5
k − P
PP
k k
µν
a
k − P
PP
k
µ
ν
P − k
PP
k
µ
ν
b c
k − P
P
µν
d
Figure 1: One-loop correction diagrams, the double line represents the gauge link in the quasi-PDF
definition (3).
a∗ b∗ d∗a∗
′
Figure 2: One-loop virtual correction diagrams of the quasi-PDF. They contribute to the quasi-PDF
as Zδ(x− 1), where Z is a x-independent constant. The quark self-energy diagram a∗ (sunset) and
a∗
′
(tadpole) will contribute to the additive mass renormalization for Wilson fermions.
The one-loop Feynman diagrams lead to four terms,1
q˜a (x) =
ˆ pi
a
−pi
a
d4k
(2π)4
∑
µ,ν
U¯ (P )Vµ (P, k, P−k)SF (k) γ3SF (k)Vν (k, P, k−P )U (P )
U¯ (P ) γ3U (P )
×Dg,µν (P−k) δ
(
x− k
3
P 3
)
, (14a)
1 The one-loop corrections will induce a scalar fermion bilinear structure U¯ (P )U (P ), which can be related
to the tree-level quasi-PDF fermion bilinear structure by U¯ (P )U (P ) = ∆ =
∆
P3 U¯ (P ) γ3U (P ),
in which Pµ and ∆ is defined in Eq. (18b) (the continuum limit correspondence
u¯ (P )u (P ) = 2m =
m
P 3
u¯ (P ) γ3u (P ) has been used in Ref. [14]). We see that this scalar bilinear
term’s contribution is at higher twist. The mixing is included by taking the trace of numerator and
denominator on the right side of (14).
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q˜b (x) =
ˆ pi
a
−pi
a
d4k
(2π)4
∑
µν
U¯ (P )O1,µ (P, k, P − k)SF (k)Vν (k, P, k − P )U (P )
U¯ (P ) γ3U (P )
×Dg,µν (P − k) δ
(
x− k
3
P 3
)
, (14b)
q˜c (x) =
ˆ pi
a
−pi
a
d4k
(2π)4
∑
µν
U¯ (P )Vµ (P, k, P − k)SF (k)O1,ν (k, P, k − P )U (P )
U¯ (P ) γ3U (P )
×Dg,µν (P − k) δ
(
x− k
3
P 3
)
, (14c)
q˜d (x) =
ˆ pi
a
−pi
a
d4k
(2π)4
∑
µν
U¯ (P )O2,µν (P, P, k − P )U (P )
U¯ (P ) γ3U (P )
Dg,µν (P − k) δ
(
x− k
3
P 3
)
. (14d)
The momentum space gluon and gauge-link interaction terms can be obtained by Fourier
transform of their corresponding coordinate expressions [19], leading to
OA1,µ (q) =
igsaT
Aγ3δµ3
iqˆ3
, (15a)
OAB2,µν (p, p, q) =− g2sa2
{
TA, TB
}
γ3δµ3δν3
1
qˆ23
. (15b)
We note that there exists an extra O (a1) terms in coordinate space,
g2s
{
TA, TB
}
γ3δµ3δν3e
−ip3z
(
z
iq
∧
3
e
z
|z|
i
aq3
2 − a |z|
2
)
. (16)
This terms, however, is proportional to δ′(x − 1) after the Fourier transformation (with
respect to z) to x dependence and it is also excluded in the calculation since δ′(x− 1) only
contributes at x = 1, similar to the virtual corrections.
The fermion propagator, gluon propagator and quark-gluon-quark vertex can be rewritten
in short form for future convenience
SF (k) =
−iK/ +M
K2 +M2 , (17a)
Dg,µν (P − k) = δµνQ2 , (17b)
V aα (P, k, P − k) =− igsT aΛαγα − igsT aΩα − igsT a
∑
ρ
σαρ2 (P − k)
∧
ρΞα. (17c)
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where we have defined
Kµ = 2k
∧
µ, M = r
∑
µ
(
2
a
− 2k∼µ
)
+ 2m, (18a)
Pµ =2P
∧
µ, ∆ = r
∑
µ
(
2
a
− 2P∼µ
)
+ 2m, (18b)
Qµ = k − P
∧
µ, Λµ =
a
2
k + P
∼
µ, (18c)
Ωµ =
ar
2
k + P
∧
µ, Ξµ = r
cSWa
2
8
k − P∼µ. (18d)
The Feynman rules for naïve lattice fermion action corresponds to r = 0 limit of
Eq. (17,18)
∆(0) =M(0) = 2m, (19a)
V (0),aα = −igT aΛαγα. (19b)
We now perform calculations of the one-loop quark quasi-PDF with both the naïve lattice
fermion action and Wilson-Clover fermion action, and discuss the impact of the Wilson-
Clover term.
A. Quasi-PDF in naïve lattice fermion action
In the LPT quasi-PDF calculation, we use the same configuration as in Ref. [14]: the
momentum of the parent quark is set to Pµ = (0, 0, P3, P4) and the transverse momentum
UV cut-off is naturally chosen to be the lattice momentum cut-off ±π/a. The relevant
Feynman rules in naïve lattice fermion action reads:
S
(0)
F (k) =
iK/+M0
K2 + (M0)2 , D
(0)
g,µν (P − k) =
δµν
Q2 , (20a)
V (0),aα (P, k, P − k) = −igsT aΛαγα,
[∑
s
Us (P )U s (P )
](0)
= iP/ +∆(0). (20b)
After some algebra, the one-loop correction diagrams give
q˜nva (x)=
ˆ pi
a
−pi
a
d4k
(2π)4
(−4g2sCF)P3


2K3
[P3K3(Λ2−2Λ23)+∆(0)M(0)Λ2]+2P4K3K4(Λ2−2Λ24)
P3Q2
[
K2+(M(0))2
]2
− (Λ
2 − 2Λ23)
Q2
[
K2 + (M(0))2
]

 δ (k3 − xP3) , (21a)
q˜nvb (x) = q˜
nv
c (x) =2g
2
sCF
ˆ pi
a
−pi
a
d4k
(2π)4
P3Λ3
P3Q3
K4P4 −K3P3 +∆(0)M(0)
Q2
[
K2 + (M(0))2
] δ (k3 − xP3) , (21b)
8
q˜nvd (x) =− g2sCF
ˆ pi
a
−pi
a
d4k
(2π)4
P3
Q23Q2
δ (k3 − xP3) . (21c)
The superscript nv denotes the quasi-PDF calculated in naïve fermion action. In the above
equations, those terms odd under k1,2 → −k1,2 will not contribute to the integral and they
are therefore already omitted.
In order to analytically integrate out k4, we introduce a variable change z = a
−2eiak4 [34,
35], then the k4-integration is transformed to a contour integral along the circle on the
complex plane ˆ pi
a
−pi
a
dk4 f (k4) =
−i
a
‰
|z|=a−2
dz
z
f
(−i
a
ln
(
a2z
))
. (22)
Under this transformation, the denominators of the quark and gluon propagators can be
rewritten as
D(0)F = K2 +
(M(0))2 =− a−2z−2 (a2z2 − Γ+) (a2z2 − Γ−) , (23a)
D(0)g = Q2 = −e−iaP4z−1 (z − Π−) (z − Π+) . (23b)
where Γ± and Π± are defined as
Γ± =
κ±
√
κ2 − 4
a4
2
, Π± = e
iaP4
η ±
√
η2 − 4
a4
2
, (24)
and
κ =
3∑
j=1
K2j +
(M(0))2 + 2
a2
, η =
3∑
j=1
Q2j +
2
a2
. (25)
The z-poles inside the integration circle |z| = a−2 are ±√Γ−/a and Π−. The corresponding
k4 = −ik0 poles reduce to the continuum k0 poles on the upper complex plane in the a→ 0
limit
kg4 = −
i
a
log
(
a2Π−
) → k0g = P 0 −
√
k2⊥ + (k3 − P3)2 +m2 − iǫ, (26a)
kq,+4 = −
i
a
log
(
a
√
Γ−
)
→ k0q,+ = −
√
k2⊥ + k
2
3 +m
2 − iǫ, (26b)
kq,−4 = −
i
a
log
(
−a
√
Γ−
)
→ k0q,− =
iπ
a
−
√
k2⊥ + k
2
3 +m
2 − iǫ , (26c)
except for the second quark pole kq,−4 , which turns out to present an unphysical continuum
limit. However, the residue at this unphysical quark pole k¯q,−4 vanishes in the continuum limit
and the unphysical pole decouples in continuum limit. Applying the above transformation,
the integral over k4 is equivalent to taking the residue of the transformed integrand at k¯
q,±
0 ,
k¯g4.
We have performed a Wick rotation P4 → −iP 0 (P 0 takes the value of r.h.s of Eq. (9)) in
order to compare the quasi-PDF in LPT with the continuum quasi-PDF, which is calculated
with Minkowski parent quark momentum P and loop momentum k. The impact of the Wick
rotation will be discussed in a forthcoming paper [36].
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It should be noticed that, in this work, the Wick rotation should take place after k4
having been integrated out. One can see from the z poles in Eq. (24), if the Wick rotation
is performed before taking residue at poles inside the integration circle z = a−2, the gluon
poles in Eq. (24) become
eiaP
4
2
(
η ±
√
η2 − 4
a4
)
→ e
aP 0
2
(
η ±
√
η2 − 4
a4
)
. (27)
In this case, one can not ensure that the gluon poles are inside the integration circle due
to the exponential factor eaP
0
being larger than one, thus as a consequence, the residue at
the gluon pole may not be included in the integration and it leads to incorrect results. The
kinematic region which constrains the Wick-rotated gluon pole (Π− with P4 → −iP 0) inside
the integration circle z = a−2 can be evaluated by
eaP
0
2
(
η −
√
η2 − 4
a4
)
<
1
a2
. (28)
Expanding to O (a1) gives
1 + a
(√
m2 + P 23 −
√
k2⊥ + P
2
3 (1− x)2
)
< 1⇒ k2⊥ > m2 + x(2− x)P 23 . (29)
For the region k2⊥ < m
2+x(2−x)P 23 , as discussed in Ref. [27], one needs to consider another
piece of integration to recover the correct integral. It is due to the gluon pole crossing the
integration circle. The condition in Eq. (29), which determines the position of gluon pole, is
only an O (a1) approximation to the exact condition (Eq.(28))in LPT. The exact condition
in LPT is hard to solve, thus in our quasi-PDF calculation, we apply the Wick rotation
P4 → −iP 0 after k4 being integrated out to avoid the complexity.
The following contents of this paper are based on the k4-integrated out results (except
Sec. IIIC, the quasi-PDF calculated with Wilson-Clover action), that means that we have
already performed the Wick rotation P4 → −iP 0 after the k4 integration unless specified.
The expressions of the k4 integration in Eq. (14) are very lengthy and they do not provide
any insight to the discussion here. We therefore provide these expressions in appendix A,
see Eqs. (A1,A3,A4).
B. Continuum limit and collinear behavior of quasi-PDF in naïve lattice fermion
action
The continuum limit of Eqs. (A1,A3,A4) can be calculated directly by performing the
Wick rotation P4 → −iP 0 and the a → 0 limit. The result turns out to be identical to
the k⊥-unintegrated quasi-PDF calculated directly in the continuum. We will show the
equivalence later in the example calculation of q˜nvb (x).
There is a major difference between the quasi-PDF calculated by LPT and the continuum
quasi-PDF: The collinear divergence is absent in the LPT-calculated quasi-PDF when the
lattice spacing a is finite, even after performing the Wick rotation P4 → −iP 0.
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The reason is that the lattice artifacts from the finite lattice spacing have regulated the
collinear divergence. The absence of collinear divergence can be verified in the numerical
results by setting the quark mass to zero, see Fig. 5. It can also be seen in the analytical
k⊥-integrand of the quasi-PDF in LPT. We take the calculation of diagram b as an example
to present the continuum limit and illustrate how to extract the collinear behavior in lattice
perturbation calculation.
The continuum correspondence of q˜nvb (x) is
[q˜b (x)]cont. =
ˆ
d4k
g2sCF
(2π)4
U¯ (P ) γz (k/+m) γzU (P )
(P z − kz) (P − k)2 (k2 −m2)δ
(
x− k
z
P z
)
/
[
U¯ (P ) γzU (P )
]
(30)
The k0, kz-integration gives exactly the same result as a→ 0 limit of the lattice perturbation
result (A3)
lim
a→0
q˜nvb (x,k⊥)
=
αsCF
8π3P3 (1− x)
[
− P0
√
k2⊥ +m
2 + P 23 x
2 +m2 − P 23 x√
k
2
⊥ +m
2 + P 23 x
2P0
√
k
2
⊥ +m
2 + P 23 x
2 +m2 + P 23 x
+
(
P0
(√
k2⊥−m2+P 23 (x−2)x+P 20−P0
)
+m2−P 23 x
)
√
k2⊥−m2+P 23(x−2)x+P 20
(
P0
(√
k2⊥−m2+P 23 (x−2)x+P 20−P0
)
+m2+P 23 x
)

 . (31)
The continuum quasi-PDF can be obtained by integrating out k⊥, where we already per-
formed the expansion m→ 0. It clearly shows that there exists a collinear divergence in the
region 0 < x < 1
[q˜b (x)]cont.,col. =
{
−g2sCF
8pi2
2x
1−x
lnm2 + · · · 0 < x < 1
· · · x < 0 or x > 1 (32)
where the ellipsis denotes those terms which do not contain a collinear divergence (at the
order of O (m0)).
Physically, the collinear divergence happens when the split quark’s momentum k is par-
allel to the parent quark’s momentum P , or equivalently k⊥ = 0. To extract the collinear
behavior of the LPT-calculated quasi-PDF, we expand the numerator and denominator of
Eq. (A3) around |k⊥| = 0. The expansion takes the form
lim
k⊥→0
q˜nv (x,k⊥) =
3∑
i=1
N (0)b,i
D(0)b,i +D(1)b,i k2⊥
, (33)
in which i = 1, 2, 3 denotes the 1st, 2nd, 3rd term in (A3) corresponding to the gluon pole,
quark pole and unphysical quark pole’s residue. The expressions for N (n)i,b and D(n)i,b are
N (0)b,1 =ia3P3∆Πg2sCF
cos
(
aP3
2
(x+1)
)
sin
(
aP3
2
(x− 1))
[
2ia2m2∆Π+(∆
2
Π−1) sin (aP4)
sin (aP3)
− 2i∆Π
csc (aP3x)
]
, (34a)
D(0)b,1 =16π3
√
R2Π − 1
(
∆4Π − 2∆2ΠRΓ + 1
)
, (34b)
D(1)b,1 =32π3a2∆2Π
(RΓ −∆2Π)+ 8π3a2 (8∆2Π (1−R2Π) +RΠ (∆4Π − 2∆2ΠRΓ + 1))√R2Π − 1 , (34c)
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N (0)b,2 =a3P3eiaP4g2sCF
cos
(
aP3
2
(x+ 1)
)
sin
(
aP3
2
(x− 1))
[
−2a
2m2
√
∆Γ + i (1−∆Γ) sin (aP4)
sin (aP3)
+2
√
∆Γ sin (aP3x)
]
, (35a)
D(0)b,2 =32π3
√
R2Γ − 1
(
−2eiaP4
√
∆ΓRΠ + e2iaP4 +∆Γ
)
, (35b)
D(1)b,2 =
32π3a2√R2Γ − 1
[
2eiaP4
√
∆Γ
√
R2Γ − 1RΠ − eiaP4
√
∆Γ
(
4RΓRΠ +R2Γ − 1
)
+2e2iaP4RΓ + 2∆2Γ
]
. (35c)
Here, we have omitted the unphyscial quark pole (i = 3) because it is of O (a2) in the lattice
spacing and does not contain any collinear divergence. The definitions of RΓ,Π and ∆Γ,Π are
RΠ = 1
2
(√
Π−
Π+
+
√
Π+
Π−
)∣∣∣∣∣
k⊥=0
, RΓ = 1
2
(√
Γ−
Γ+
+
√
Γ+
Γ−
)∣∣∣∣∣
k⊥=0
, (36a)
∆Π = e
iaP4
(
RΠ −
√
R2Π − 1
)
, ∆Γ = RΓ −
√
R2Γ − 1. (36b)
The k⊥-integration of N (0)b,i /
(
D(0)b,i +D(1)b,i k2⊥
)
leads to
ˆ µ
0
d2k⊥
N (0)b,i(
D(0)b,i +D(1)b k2⊥
) = πN (0)b,i
D(1)b,i
ln
µ2D(1)b,i
D(0)b,i
, (37)
where µ is a finite scale which does not affect the IR behavior of the integral. It straightfor-
ward to check that D(0)b,i is nonzero when m→ 0 with finite lattice spacing a. Consequently,
the collinear divergence is regularized by D(0)b,i . We have calculated the quasi-PDF numeri-
cally with explicit m = 0 as shown in Fig.5 and there is no signal of a collinear divergence
in the whole x region. If we take the continuum limit before the expansion around m = 0,
we have
lim
m→0
(
lim
a→0
π
N (0)b,1
D(1)b,1
ln
µ2D(1)b,1
D(0)b,1
)
=
{
−g2sCF
8pi2
2x
1−x
lnm2 + · · · x < 1
· · · x > 1 (38)
Through the above procedure, we can extract the collinear behavior of the 2nd term in (A3),
which reads
lim
m→0
(
lim
a→0
π
N (0)b,2
D(1)b,2
ln
µ2D(1)b,2
D(0)b,2
)
=
{
g2sCF
8pi2
2x
1−x
lnm2 + · · · x < 0
· · · x > 0 (39)
To sum up, the collinear divergence of q˜b (x) is
2∑
i=1
lim
m→0
(
lim
a→0
π
N (0)b,i
D(0)b,i
ln
µ2D(1)b,i
D(0)b,i
)
=
{
− g2sCF
8pi2
2x
1−x
lnm2 + · · · 0 < x < 1
· · · x < 0 or x > 1 (40)
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and it is identical to the collinear divergence of the continuum quasi-PDF in (32). The above
example calculation has shown that in order to recover the collinear divergence in continuum
quasi-PDF, one needs to eliminate the effect of the finite lattice spacing by taking a → 0
limit before the expansion around m = 0. Eqs. (38,39,40) show that the collinear divergence
originates from the gluon pole i = 1 in the region 0 < x < 1. We further expand D(0)b,1/D(1)b,1
to O (a2) (in the region 0 < x < 1, there is no collinear divergence in region x < 0 ∨ x > 1)
in order to study how lattice artifacts affect the collinear behavior
lim
a→0
ln
µ2D(0)b,1
D(0)b,1
P3≫m≈ ln µ
2
1
2
a2P 43
[
x (x2 − 1)2 +O
(
m2
P 2
3
)]
+m2(x− 1)2
. (41)
Therefore, the correct limit to recover the logarithmic collinear divergence is aP 23 ≈ m
and m ≪ P 3. The first condition aP 32 ≈ m matches the lattice artifacts with the collinear
regulator m2, since, assuming aP 23 = λm with λ being a finite constant, gives
ln
µ2
1
2
a2P 43
[
x (x2 − 1)2]+m2(x− 1)2 = ln µ
2
m2
− ln
[
(x− 1)2 + x(x2 − 1)2λ
2
2
]
(42)
and the collinear divergent part ln (µ2/m2) stays the same as long as aP 23 and m are of
the same order. This condition also indicates aP3 ≪ 1 and it eliminates the subleading
order lattice artifacts (e.g. a3m2P 33 , a
4P 63 ). The second condition m ≪ P3 justifies m as
a collinear regulator. The limit to fully recover the quasi-PDF calculated in continuum
QCD is aP 23 ≪ m ≪ P3, in which the first condition allows us to drop the lattice artifacts
completely
ln
µ2
1
2
a2P 43
[
x (x2 − 1)2]+m2(x− 1)2 aP
2
3≪m≪P3−→ ln µ
2
m2(1− x)2 . (43)
We can also see that the effects of lattice artifacts are getting enhanced for large P3. We
will further justify this conclusion in the numerical calculations, see Sec.IV.
C. One-loop quasi-PDF in Wilson-Clover lattice fermion action
The calculation (k4-integration) of the quasi-PDF in Wilson-Clover action is analogous
to the naïve lattice fermion calculation, however, the analytical k4-integration in Wilson-
Clover lattice fermion case are too cumbersome to be displayed (and again do not provide
any insight to our present discussion), hence we only briefly introduce the procedure of k4-
integration. (we do not apply the Wick rotation P4 → −iP 0 in this subsection, because k4
has not been integrated out).
In the case of Wilson-Clover lattice fermion action, there are in total four poles of z =
13
a−2eiak4 in the quark propagator (11):
zλ1,λ2 =
1
2


r
(
−2am−8r+ar∑3i=1 2k∼i)+λ2√Φ
a2 (1− r2) +λ1

− 2
a4
+
2r
(
−2am−8r+ar∑3i=1 2k∼i)
a4 (1− r2)2
×
(
r
(
−2am−8r+ar
3∑
i=1
2k
∼
i
)
+ λ2
√
Φ
)
+
Φ + a2r2
∑3
i=1 2k
∧2
i+6r
2−2
a4 (1− r2)
]1
2

 , (44)
where λ1 = ±1 and λ1 = ±1 and
Φ =4 + 4a2m2 + 32amr + 60r2 + a2r22k
∼2
⊥ − 4ar (am+ 4r) 2k
∼
3 + a
2r22k
∼2
3
+ 2ar
2∑
i=1
2k
∼
i
(
−2am− 8r + ar2k∼3
)
+ 2a2r22k
∼
12k
∼
2 + a
2
(
1− r2)2k∼2. (45)
where 2k
∼2
⊥ =
∑2
i=1 2k
∼2
i and 2k
∼2
=
∑3
i=1 2k
∼2
i . In the r → 0 limit, |z±1,±1| become larger
than a−2 and are therefore excluded from the integration, while z±1,∓1 reduce to the z pole
in Eq.(23a), i.e. the naïve fermion action result. The z poles of gluon propagator: Π± in
eq. (24) are unchanged.
For r > 0, the z-poles inside the integration circle |z| = a−2 are z∓1,±1 and z = Π−.
Taking the residue of eq. (14) at the above mentioned poles gives the k4-integration of
one-loop quasi-PDF in Wilson-Clover lattice fermion action.
It should be noted that after the k4 integration, q˜d(x) is independent of r and quark mass
m. Therefore this quantity is the same for both the naïve fermion action and Wilson-Clover
fermion action cases and we only present the numerical results of q˜d(x) with naïve fermion
action.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
After analytically integrating out k3, k4 and applying the Wick rotation P4 → −iP 0 to
Eqs. (A1,A3,A4), the transverse momentum k⊥ integration is performed through a two-
dimensional numerical integration. The k-integrated quasi-PDF actually only depends on
three dimensionless quantities: x, am and aP3. However, in order to explore how the quasi-
PDF calculated by lattice perturbation theory evolves with respect to a, m and P3, we still
keep them as independent parameters. The lattice spacing is chosen as a = 2n fm for n =
−11,−10,−8,−4,−3,−2,−1, the parent quark’s longitudinal momentum is P3 = 1.5π fm−1
and bare quark mass is set to m = 0.5π fm−1 or m = 0.005π fm−1 to explore the collinear
behavior of the quasi-PDF. We also calculated the numerical results of quasi-PDF in LPT
for the vanishing bare quark mass case together with bare quark mass m set to the one-loop
result for the critical mass of Wilson-Clover fermions, in order to confirm the absence of a
collinear divergence. We have omitted the quasi-PDF in the region 0.6 < x < 1.4 in order to
avoid the divergent terms such as (1− x)−1 and (1− x)−2 which will become overwhelming
compared to other x regions. We separate the contribution from diagrams a, b, c, q˜a,b,c (x),
and diagram d, q˜d (x), because q˜d (x) is linearly UV divergent and also contains a quadratic
14
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Figure 3: quasi-PDF in navïe lattice fermion fomulation, with different lattice spacing. The quasi-
PDF in LPT approaches the continuum quasi-PDF when the lattice spacing is small enough.
pole, i.e. (1− x)−2. The q˜d (x) contribution to the quasi-PDF is much larger than q˜a,b,c (x).
In such a case, the information of q˜a,b,c (x) will be overwhelmed by q˜d (x) if the two parts are
summed together. Furthermore, the collinear behavior of q˜a,b,c (x) and q˜d (x) is also quite
different in the continuum quasi-PDF: the former one carries collinear divergence in the
region 0 < x < 1 while the latter one is free of collinear divergence. For those reasons, we
present the numerical results of q˜a,b,c (x) and q˜d (x) separately. For the numerical calculation
with Wilson-Clover fermion, the Wilson parameter is set to r = 1/2 and cSW = 1 for the
leading order Clover parameter.
The continuum quasi-PDF can be found in Ref. [14]. The numerical results with different
lattice spacing and comparison to the continuum quasi-PDF are shown in Fig.3. There
are 4 different curves for the continuum quasi-PDF q˜d (x), corresponding to the linear UV
divergence in continuum quasi-PDF with the transverse momentum cut-off Λ = π/a. As
a consequence, different lattice spacings result in different continuum quasi-PDFs. The
q˜a,b,c(x) are UV finite, therefore there is only one continuum limit. We use q˜
nv to denote the
quasi-PDF calculated in naïve fermion action and q˜WC to denote the quasi-PDF calculated
in Wilson-Clover fermion action.
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A. Numerical results of quasi-PDF in naïve lattice fermion action
From Fig. 3 we find that when the lattice spacing is small enough, the quasi-PDF in naïve
lattice fermion action (q˜nv(x)) closely approaches the continuum quasi-PDF. For the region
x > 1, the q˜nva,b,c (x) with n = −4 curve appears to be further away from the continuum
quasi-PDF than the n = −3 curve. However, this is a coincidence, since as the lattice
spacing further shrinks to n = −8, it approaches the continuum quasi-PDF much closer
than n = −3,−4. q˜nvd (x) is symmetric with respect to x = 1 and it converges to the
corresponding continuum quasi-PDF from diagram d faster than q˜nva,b,c (x). Indeed, when
a = 2−3fm, qd (x) almost coincides with the continuum quasi-PDF. The O (a0) integrand of
diagram d in (21c) reads
Q−23 Q−2 =
(a
2
)4 [
sin
(
a
P3 − k3
2
)]−2∑
µ
[
sin
(
a
Pµ − kµ
2
)]−2
, (46)
which is an even function in (1− x). The a → 0 series expansion gives the continuum
integrand (P3 − k3)−2 (P − k)−2 with residual term at O (a2), while the difference between
lattice perturbation and continuum integrand of qnva,b,c (x) is of order O (a1). Therefore,
the contribution from diagram d approaches its continuum correspondence faster than the
contributions from diagrams a, b and c.
We also calculated the quasi-PDF with quark mass m = 0.02π/L to study the different
collinear behavior in LPT-calculated quasi-PDF and continuum quasi-PDF. The numerical
result is shown in Fig. 4. The lattice perturbation result q˜nv (x) still coincides with the
continuum quasi-PDF in the region x < 0 (and x > 1 which is not shown here), because
there is no collinear divergence in the two regions. Consequently, the small quark mass limit
and small lattice spacing limit commute in the lattice perturbation quasi-PDF. In the region
0 < x < 1 there is a significant discrepancy, because there is a collinear divergence term
(1 + x2) lnm2/ (x− 1) [14] while the collinear divergence is absent in LPT-calculated quasi-
PDF due to the finite lattice spacing. However, if we take a → 0 faster than m → 0 (the
purple dot-dashed line, almost overlapping with the continuum), the collinear divergence
actually begins to show up in the region 0 < x < 1. Since there is no collinear divergence
both in the continuum and lattice perturbation calculated quasi-PDF q˜d (x), they always
agree nicely when the lattice spacing a is smaller than 2−3fm. An extreme case is to set the
quark mass to zero as shown in Fig. 5. For nonzero lattice spacing, the lattice perturbation
calculated quasi-PDF (contribution from diagrams a, b and c) are free from the collinear
divergence in the region 0 < x < 1.
It should be noted that the lattice spacing a and quark mass m have different dimen-
sions, thus it is not meaningful to compare how fast a and m approach zero directly;
rather, one should compare the dimensionless quantities aP3 and m/P3. The continuum
limit should be understood as aP3 ≪ m/P3, in other words, a approaches zero much
faster than m. In Fig.6, we compare the lattice perturbation quasi-PDF and continuum
quasi-PDF (contains collinear divergence lnm) with fixed lattice spacing a = 2−10 fm and
m = 0.005πfm−1 but for different quark momenta P3 = 1.5nπ fm
−1 for n = 0.5, 1, 2, 4. The
values of aP 23 /m = 0.345, 1.381, 5.524, 22.089 correspondingly demonstrate the transition
from aP3 ≪ m/P3 to aP3 ≫ 1. From the figure we find that in the region x < 0 which
does not contain any collinear divergence, the quasi-PDF in LPT always shows good agree-
ment with the continuum quasi-PDF, while in the region 0 < x < 1 where the continuum
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Figure 4: Numerical results for the quasi-PDF with a small quark mass and different lattice spacings.
The quasi-PDF in LPT does not agrees well with the continuum quasi-PDF when the collinear
divergence appears in continuum quasi-PDF.
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Figure 5: quasi-PDF in LPT with massless quarks. There is no collinear divergence (logm2) when
the lattice spacing is nonzero.
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Figure 6: Numerical results for the quasi-PDF (naïve fermion action case) with different quark
momentum P3 (fixed lattice spacing and quark mass). The increasing P3 changes the order of aP
2
3
and m from aP 23 ≪ m to aP 23 ≫ m, resulting in the discrepancy between lattice perturbation and
continuum quasi-PDF.
quasi-PDF contains a collinear divergence, the discrepancy between lattice perturbation
quasi-PDF and continuum quasi-PDF increases with increasing P3. This is because increas-
ing P3 will enhance the effect from lattice artifacts, i.e. aP3 and aP4 as analysed analytically
in Sec. III B. As a consequence, the implementation of the target mass correction [17] to
eliminate P3 power suppressed corrections becomes quite essential, otherwise one has to pay
the price of large lattice artifacts when performing lattice QCDs simulation with large values
of P3.
B. Numerical results of quasi-PDF in Wilson-Clover lattice fermion action
We also calculated the quark quasi-PDF in Wilson-Clover action with both massive and
massless quark. The Wilson parameter is set as r = 1/2 and the Clover parameter is chosen
to be the leading order in perturbation theory: csw = 1. The numerical results are shown in
Fig. (7,8).
It is worth mentioning that the Wilson-Clover fermion receives an additive mass correc-
tions from renormalization, which means the bare quark mass (critical mass) can be initially
negative (which is the case in LQCD calculations) in order to have a vanishing renormalized
quark mass. We also calculated the quasi-PDF with the bare quark mass set to the one-loop
critical mass calculated from the quark self-energy diagram (sunset diagram and tadpole
diagram). We follow Ref. [37], but with r = 1/2 and cSW = 1)
2, the resulting critical mass
is am0 (cSW=1,r=1/2) = −0.288CFg2s (µ = π/a) = −0.993 corresponding to a vanishing
one-loop renormalized quark mass. We calculated the quasi-PDF with the Wilson-Clover
action with bare quark mass ranging from am = −4 to am = −0.05 so that we can cover
2 We also compared our bare quark mass am0 at cSW = 0, r = 1 with the numerical result in Ref. [37], we
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Figure 7: Numerical results for the quasi-PDF in Wilson-Clover lattice fermion action with non-zero
bare quark mass and different lattice spacing.
the uncertainty from the strong coupling constant. The corresponding numerical results are
shown in Fig. 9. The collinear divergence is still absent in the negative bare quark mass
case.
The difference between the quasi-PDF calculated with the naïve fermion and the Wilson-
Clover fermion action is
δq˜ (x, P3) = q˜
WC (x, P3)− q˜nv (x, P3) . (47)
The corresponding numerical results are shown in Fig.10, we find that δq˜ (x, P3) converges
to a non-vanishing distribution under a → 0 limit. Since lima→0 q˜nv(x, P3) = q(x, P3),
q˜WC(x, P3) can not recover the continuum quasi-PDF q (x, P3). δq˜(x, P3) comes from the
Wilson term in the action and a simple series expansion shows that the k-integrand of
δq˜ (x, P3) is of the order of O (a1) and thus can be viewed as O (a1) corrections to the
quasi-PDF calculated with the naïve fermion action (q˜nv (x, P3)). However, the UV region
k⊥ ∼ O (a−1) breaks the expansion and the k⊥-integration turns out to be O (a0) and
therefore mixes with the quasi-PDF calculated with the naïve fermion action. This mixing
is clearly visible in Fig. 10 where we see that in the a → 0 limit, δq˜ (x, P3) converges to a
non-zero distribution. The mixing behavior is due to the fact that δq(x, P3) contains power
get
am0 =− 0.0158473CFg2s − 0.309866CFg2s , Ref. [37],
am0 =− 0.0158475CFg2s − 0.309865CFg2s , this work, setting cSW = 0, r = 1,
where the first and second term correspond to the sunset and tadpole diagram, respectively. The relative
difference is of the order of 10−6.
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Figure 8: Numerical results for the quasi-PDF inWilson-Clover lattice fermion action with vanishing
bare quark mass and different lattice spacing. There is no collinear divergence in the numerical
results.
Figure 9: Numerical results for the quasi-PDF in Wilson-Clover lattice fermion action with negative
bare quark masses −4 ≤ am ≤ −0.05, which is around the critical mass am0 = −0.993 (black solid
line). The collinear divergence is still absent in negative bare quark mass case.
divergent UV terms in the a→ 0 limit, e.g. after k4-integrated out
δq˜WCbc (x, P3) ⊃
ˆ pi
a
−
pi
a
d2k⊥
8π3
8g2sCFamrΠ
2
−2k
∧2
⊥e
iaP4P − k∼3
3a (Π− − Π+)
4∏
i=1
(Π− − zi)P − k
∧
3
. (48)
In order to extract its UV behavior, we expand its continuum limit at |k⊥| → ∞ , which
gives ˆ
d2k⊥
16π3
g2sCFmP3
P 20
a
|k⊥| + · · · (49)
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Figure 10: Numerical results of O (an) with n ≥ 1 corrections δq˜(x, a, P3) to quasi-PDF in naïve
lattice fermion action. The O (an) with n ≥ 1 corrections do not vanish in the a→ 0 limit.
After integrating out k⊥,the power divergent UV integrand in the above equation gives a
contribution proportional to a−1 which cancels the a1 prefactor and therefore contributes to
the integral at the order O (a0). The mixing between higher and lower order in a already
appears in the LPT calculation of the fermion self-energy with Wilson fermions [37].The
mixing indicates that some non-perturbative matching methods for quasi-PDF is required.
V. SUMMARY
The PDFs are one of the most essential non-perturbative quantities in QCD and they
encode the dynamics of the QCD fundamental degrees of freedom: quarks and gluons inside
a hadron. The PDFs can be measured by high energy scattering experiments and they
are also widely used in experiments involving hadrons. The first principal determination
of PDFs is still a very challenging area in QCD research. Large momentum effective field
theory is developed to improve the first principal QCD calculation of the PDFs and its
generalizations.
In this work, we calculated the quark-in-quark quasi-PDF q˜ (x, P3) with naïve fermion
action (q˜nv(x)) and quasi-PDF with Wilson-Clover fermion action (q˜WC(x)). We showed
analytically that the k⊥-unintegrated q˜
nv(x) exactly reduces to the continuum quasi-PDF
in the zero lattice spacing limit. From the analytical k⊥-unintegrated q˜
nv(x), we found that
the collinear divergence is absent in the LPT calculated quasi-PDF at finite lattice spacing.
We also compared the collinear behavior of q˜nv(x) and the continuum k⊥-integrated quasi-
PDF numerically, and found that the limit of massless quark and zero lattice spacing do not
commute. Our findings demonstrate that the proper limit to recover the collinear divergence
of the continuum quasi-PDF should be aP 23 ≈ m and m ≪ P3, while the limit to fully
recover the continuum quasi-PDF is aP 23 ≪ m ≪ P3. These two conditions are based on
perturbative calculations, therefore they should not be applied to non-perturbative lattice
calculations which do not contain the collinear divergence because of the non-perturbative
effects. The difference between q˜WC(x) and q˜nv(x) (δq˜ (x, P3) = q˜
WC(x) − q˜nv(x) can be
21
viewed as a O (a1) correction to q˜nv(x)) is due to the Wilson term and it contains UV power
divergent integrands. These UV power divergent integrands render O (a1) corrections that
mix with q˜nv(x). This mixing indicates that a non-perturbative matching is required, and
will be a subject of future research.
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Appendix A: Expressions For k4-Integration of quasi-PDF in naïve Lattice Fermion
The k4-integration of quasi-PDF calculated with naïve fermion action is given by the
follows and in which k3 = xP3
q˜nva (x)
=P3g
2
sCF
ˆ pi
a
−pi
a
d2k⊥
(2π)2

a
√
Γ−e
iaP4
(
a2
(
−k + P∼23+k
∼2
⊥
)
+2
)
+a2Γ−e
2iaP4+1
16π3a (Γ− − Γ+)
(
aΠ− −
√
Γ−
) (
aΠ+ −
√
Γ−
)
+
〈√
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√
Γ−
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Π−
(
a4Π−e
iaP4
(
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∼2
⊥
)
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(
1 + a2Π−e
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2
)
8π3a (Π− − Π+) (Γ− − a2Π2−) (Γ+ − a2Π2−)
+ F1 (X ,Y) + 4m
2
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32P
∧
3
F1
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−a2k + P∼23, a2k
∧2
⊥ − 10
)
+
i2P
∧
4
(
a4Π2− − 1
)
a3Π−2k
∧
32P
∧
3
×F1
(
a2k+P
∼2
3,−a2k
∧2
⊥+6
)
+F2
(√
Γ−, a
2k+P
∼2
3
)
+
4m2
2k
∧
32P
∧
3
F2
(√
Γ−,−a2k+P
∼2
3
)
+
〈
F2
(
−
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Γ−, a
2k+P
∼2
3
)
+
4m2
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∧
32P
∧
3
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(
−
√
Γ−,−a2k+P
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3
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− a
2k+P
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3+a
2
k
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⊥−2
16π3a8Γ− (Γ−−Γ+) 32P
∧
3
×
[
i2k
∧
32P
∧
4e
iaP4
(−2a4Γ2−+a3√Γ− (Π−+Π+) (a2Γ−−1)+2e2iaP4)(√
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)
2
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32P
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4
16π32P
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3
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×
[
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− 1
2
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3 e
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〉
, (A1)
where 〈√Γ− → −
√
Γ−
〉
means performing the replacement to the previous term within the
same {· · · } or [· · · ]. The functions F1,2 are defined as
F1 (X ,Y) =
aΠ3−2k
∧2
3
(−a2Π−eiaP4 (X + Y) + a4Π2−e2iaP4 + 1)
4π3 (Π− − Π+) (Γ− − a2Π2−) 2 (Γ+ − a2Π2−) 2
(A2a)
F2 (X ,Y) =
−2k
∧2
3e
iaP4
(
3a6Γ3−+
(
a4Γ2−+3
)
e2iaP4+a2Γ− − 2a3X (Π−+Π+)
(
a4Γ2−+1
))
16π3a6X (Γ−−Γ+) 3 (X−aΠ−) 2 (X−aΠ+) 2
(
a2k
∼2
⊥+2−Y
)−1
(A2b)
The terms inside 〈 〉 are the contributions from the unphysical quark pole z−q and they are
of order O (a2).
It is straight forward to verify that diagram b and c give an identical contribution, which
reads
q˜nvb/c (x)=
ˆ pi
a
−pi
a
d2k⊥
g2sCF
16π3
P3e
iaP4k+P
∼
3
a2P
∧
3k−P
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

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(
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∧
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)
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∧
4
(
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+

a2
√
Γ−
(
2k
∧
32P
∧
3−4m2
)
+ i2P
∧
4 (1−a2Γ−)
(Γ−−Γ+)
(
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√
Γ−
) (
aΠ++
√
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) + 〈√Γ− → −√Γ−〉



 . (A3)
The k4 Integration of diagram d gives
q˜d (x) =
g2sCF
8π3
ˆ pi
a
−pi
a
d2k⊥
P3e
iaP4
a (Π− − Π+)P − k
∧2
3
. (A4)
We also have checked that the a→ 0 limit of above the k⊥-integrands coincide with the
k⊥ unintegrated quasi-PDF calculated directly in the continuum.
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